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Will the market for
artificial intelligence
art take off?
With no auction precedent and little
primary market data, Christie's sale of
a work made by an algorithm tests
demand
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In its nascency, the market for artificial intelligence
(AI) art remains as mysterious and misunderstood
as the field itself. This week, Christie’s will become
the first auction house to sell a work created by AI
when the work Portrait of Edmond Belamy (2018)
by the Paris-based collective Obvious goes under

the hammer in New York. Richard Lloyd, the head
of Christie’s prints and multiples department,
admits he is no expert on AI. He only learned of
Obvious when he read “an article on Artnet about a
collector who had bought one of their works”
earlier this year.
That collector is Nicolas Laugero-Lasserre. He
bought Le Comte de Belamy, another portrait from
the same series, directly from the collective for
€10,000. “Are they artists or a start-up?” he asks.
“They’re three young guys who know nothing
about art [they have business and engineering
backgrounds], yet they made this tool that makes
art. It’s a whole new movement.”

A digital work by TeamLab made by custom-built software sold
for $240,000 at Phillips in 2017 Courtesy of Phillips

But generative art is nothing new, says Jason
Foumberg, the curator of the US-based Thoma
Foundation’s digital art collection. Machineautomated art has “fascinated artists since at least
the 1970s”, he says, though it has struggled to
receive market recognition. The Algorists, for
example, an artist collective started more than 40
years ago, are considered pioneers of algorithmic
art but most of the members have had difficulty
finding representation at top-tier galleries.
Computer-generated art has fared better in recent
years. In 2015, Rafael Lozano-Hemmer sold a
software-based sculpture for $118,750 at Phillips.
Again at Phillips in 2017, a digital work by teamLab
complete with custom software sold for $240,000.
In private sales, algorithmic art by Philippe Parreno
has been priced at around $600,000 by his London
dealer Pilar Corrias.

Portrait of Edmond Belamy was created using an as-yetunrevealed source code and hits the auction block this month
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Portrait of Edmond Belamy, however, has only
been estimated at $7,000 to $10,000. “It’s difficult
to assign a value to a work like this since you don’t
want it to seem like a novelty by selling it for too
little,” Lloyd says.
Not only is there no auction precedent for AIgenerated art, there is little primary market data on
Obvious—they are not currently represented by

any gallery and their foremost collector may well
be Laugero-Lasserre, who says of the Christie’s
sale: “I don’t know how it will go, but I guess this
will be a good test of demand.”

